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standing of how others feel in certain situations. They show
the kinds of acts which are approved and those which are
disapproved. A child will frequently imitate those acts
which he has observed bring satisfaction. Realistic stories
also give children new suggestions for interesting things to
do. Confusing the unreal, the strange, the nonsensical with
the real makes an understanding of things as they are difficult
for the four-year-old. Children do not appreciate the un-
usual until they are well acquainted with the usual. They
do not see humor in the absurd until they are familiar with
the aspects of ordinary behavior. This does not mean that
stories must do nothing more than recount familiar experi-
ences. They should begin with children's experience and
add something to it, especially a new relationship among
facts already familiar. The child has many isolated experi-
ences which stories can tie together. For example, he drinks
milk; he has seen cows; he sees the milkman deliver bottles
of milk. These separate experiences may be related in a
story showing where the glass of milk that he drinks comes
from. He has seen seeds, plants growing in the field, and
flowers and fruit. A story will show the sequence of events
in the life of one plant.
Children in this period show keen interest in sounds.
They like to have the animals in the story make their char-
acteristic noises. They like to hear and imitate the sound
of the engine, of the steamboat whistle, of the wind, of
horses' hoofs coming down the street "clapperty clap, clap,
dap," and similar familiar noises.
Rhythm and repetition also appeal to them. Rhythm
makes Mother Goose popular even before the meaning of the
verses is clear. The repetition of refrains helps to divide
a story into simpler units — to furnish a breathing space, as
it were, for the child to catch up with the action of the story.
There should be humor in these simple stories. Children
find amusing a thing in an unusual place, such as a cow in
a wagon, a wig on a pig. They laugh spontaneously at an
unexpected collision, bumping into things, falling down, and
surprises of various kinds.

